BRIO

BRIO
REJUVENATION FOR YOUR BODY AND MIND.
DISTINCTIVE STYLING FOR YOUR HOME.
Take a vacation from your everyday. Make your escape in the Positive Posture Brio. Experience a true
full body massage from head to toe, delivering relaxing relief to areas ignored by other massage chairs.
Programmed with ten expertly designed massage sessions, the Brio also offers hundreds of manual
massage combinations to provide customized relief. Developed over a period of more than two years by
the massage chair experts at Positive Posture, Brio is without question the finest massage chair in its class.
Quiet your body, clear your mind, loosen your muscles…and do it all from the comfort of your own home in this
extraordinary massage chair.
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BRIO OFFERS A COLLECTION OF PREMIUM
FEATURES PRICED AT ONLY $4999
Intelligent Soft 4D Massage Mechanism
From very soft to firm, Brio adapts the depth of massage constantly during each
programmed session. Soft-to-the-touch massage rollers recreate the sensation
of human thumbs soothing your back, neck, hips, and gluteus muscles.
L-Track Design
A groundbreaking massage mechanism track offering coverage from your neck
down to your gluteus muscles, while not missing any of the spots in between.
The curves of the L-Track are also designed to help the massage rollers
conform to the shape of your back.
Automatic Body Scan
Brio’s automatic body scan determines your shoulder position and customizes
each massage to your unique body type. Whether you’re 5-feet tall…6-foot 5 or
anything in between, Brio will adapt its massage to you.
Full Body Air Massage Function
There’s no better way to heal fatigued extremities than through air compression
movements. Brio delivers compression massage covering fingertips through
shoulders, and hips down to feet, embracing sore arms and reinvigorating
tired legs.
Foot Rollers
Gentle foot rolling action stimulates, relieves, and heals tired feet. Brio’s foot rollers
have been carefully designed to avoid over-stimulating the soles of your feet.
Infrared Heat
Brio delivers relaxing heat in the lower back and the calves. Cradled by Brio
and surrounded by warmth, this massage chair will take you on the trip
of your dreams.
Automatic Reclining Function
To provide individual comfort for any user, the seat back can be reclined up
to 160º, while the footrest can be adjusted up to 80º.
True Zero Gravity®
At the push of a button, improve blood circulation and alleviate pressure on the
joints and spine with Positive Posture’s proprietary True Zero Gravity position.
Wall Hugging
Designed to fit almost anywhere, the unique wall hugging technology only
requires 4" (10 cm) between the backrest and the wall.
Simple Remote Control
Brio’s programs are easy to find and select. Effortlessly move through
intuitive menus, select what you want, and relax. Brio’s remote combines
style and functional simplicity.

SPECIFICATIONS
Model Number: PP7913
Model Name: Brio
Footrest Adjustment Range: Approximately 12.6" (32 cm)
Chair Dimensions: L 80" (203 cm) x W 33.5" (85 cm) x H 48" (122 cm)
Seat Width: 18" (46 cm)
Seat Depth: 18" (46 cm)
Chair Weight: 151 lbs (114 kg)
Outer Cover: Synthetic Leather
User Height Range: 5'0" - 6'5"
User Weight Limit: 265 lbs (120 kg)
Reclining Angle: Approximately 120° to 160°
Stroke Length: 47" (120 cm)
Net Weight: 317 lbs (144 kg) Two boxes
Square Inches of Body Coverage: 1,842 (11,884 cm)
Power Supply: AC 120V ~ 60Hz
Maximum Power Consumption: 200W
Rated Time: 30 minutes
Programmed Sessions: 10
Manual Options: 9
Program Timer: Vary by program and user height. Typically 9 to 15 minutes.
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